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Abstract
Given the crucial role of the supplier selection problem (SSP) in today’s competitive business environment, the present 
study investigates the SSP by considering the leagile, sustainability, and Industry 4.0 (I4.0) indicators for the medical 
devices industry (MDI). In this regard, at the outset, the list of criteria and sub-criteria is provided based on the literature 
and experts’ opinions. Then, the importance of the indicators is measured utilizing the rough best–worst method (RBWM). 
In the next step, the potential suppliers are ranked employing the multi-attributive border approximation area comparison 
(IR-MABAC) method. Due to the crucial role of medical devices during the COVID-19 outbreak, the present work selects 
a project-based organization in this industry as a case study. The obtained results show that agility and sustainability are 
the most important criteria, and manufacturing flexibility, cost, reliability, smart factory, and quality are the most important 
sub-criteria. The main theoretical contributions of this study are considering the leagile, sustainability, and I4.0 criteria in 
the SSP and employing the hybrid RBWM-IR-MABAC method in this area for the first time. On the other side, The results 
of this research can help supply chain managers to become more familiar with the sustainability, agility, leanness, and I4.0 
criteria in the business environment.
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Introduction

After the COVID-19 outbreak, one of the industries whose 
importance has been drastically highlighted is the medical 
device (MD) industry. During this pandemic, MDs such 
as ventilator, oxygen concentrators, and vaccine refrigera-
tors played a crucial role in improving patients’ conditions 
(Asadi et al. 2022; Nayeri et al. 2022). Therefore, given the 
importance of the mentioned industry, investigating the sup-
ply chain management problem for this industry is neces-
sary. In this regard, the supplier selection problem (SSP) is 
known as one of the significant branches of the SC problem 
(Fallahpour et al. 2018). According to the reports, around 
65–75% of the capital cost is invested in purchasing raw 

materials, which demonstrates the crucial role of the SSP 
in the business environment (Li et al. 2020; Mehrbakhsh 
and Ghezavati 2020). Motivated by the mentioned points, 
the present work aims to study the SSP for the MD industry.

Nowadays, due to changing consumer attitudes, tradi-
tional approaches that only consider financial profits are no 
longer effective (Breque et al. 2021). In today’s modern busi-
nesses, managers should incorporate other crucial principles 
such as sustainability to increase customers’ satisfaction and, 
subsequently, the market share (Breque et al. 2021). In this 
regard, sustainability simultaneously considers the financial, 
social, and environmental dimensions (Nayeri et al. 2020; 
Sahebjamnia et al. 2018). In this way, sustainable SSP simul-
taneously incorporates the social, environmental, and finan-
cial aspects into the supplier selection process (Godil et al. 
2021; Khan et al. 2021, 2019). Regarding the significance 
of the concept, Sazvar et al. (2021a) indicated that incor-
porating the sustainability pillars in the supply chain leads 
to providing a green and socially responsible image of the 
company that increases customers’ loyalty, which results in 
growing sales and subsequently enhancing profits. However, 
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in today’s dynamic and uncertain marketplace, only consid-
ering the sustainability pillars may not be enough to keep 
a business afloat and managers must also adopt other con-
cepts, such as leagility, to improve the efficiency of their 
companies.

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to dramatic fluctua-
tions in the marketplace of many industries, especially the 
MD industry. In this regard, adopting strategies to cope 
with these fluctuations is necessary. As such, leagility is 
one of the relatively novel strategies that can help compa-
nies to tackle the fluctuation of the dynamic business envi-
ronment and increase their market share (Galankashi and 
Helmi 2016; Li et al. 2020). The leagile strategy attempts 
to achieve competitiveness and flexibility in a cost-effective 
manner. One of the problems where the concept of agility 
can be beneficial is supplier selection. Despite the different 
nature of these concepts, their combination (i.e., the leagile 
strategy) can be successfully utilized in the supply chain 
field, especially in the SSP (Li et al. 2020; Mason-Jones 
et al. 2000). In today’s competitive market, incorporating the 
concept of leagility can dramatically improve the system’s 
performance (Alamroshan et al. 2022). Besides the merits 
of the mentioned concepts (i.e., sustainability and leagile), 
little attention has been paid to the latest technologies, which 
can help to gain a competitive advantage in today’s modern 
markets in the Industry 4.0 era. Accordingly, considering the 
Industry 4.0 dimensions in business activities is worthwhile.

The dramatic growth of artificial intelligence and digi-
talization have revolutionized the business environment in 
the last two decades, that so-called Industry 4.0 (I4.0) (Jam-
wal et al. 2021). In this regard, employing new technolo-
gies, as the achievements of I4.0, has significantly affected 
knowledge transfer, information sharing, and communica-
tion between different facilities of the SC (Fallahpour et al. 
2021b). According to Kusi-Sarpong et al. (2019), advanced 
technologies can lead to a drastic improvement in the per-
formance of the SC. In general, the achievements of I4.0 can 
help managers to make their SCs more resilient and reduce 
the impact of disruptions by applying data analytics. As 
Lee et al. (2015) mentioned, the I4.0 has a positive impact 
on enhancing the service level and decreasing the inven-
tory level, which shows the high importance of the I4.0 in 
modern businesses. The concept of I4.0 in the SSP problem 
should therefore be considered as one of the most critical 
components of SC management.

Many countries have suffered human and financial dam-
ages as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic over the past 
2 years. One of the countries where COVID-19’s prevalence 
was at a high level and caused many casualties is Iran. In 
this regard, according to the official reports of this coun-
try, around 7.15 M people became infected with COVID-
19, which resulted in 140 K deaths. The coronavirus also 
caused 709 deaths in this country on August 23, 2021, which 

was a disaster. Meanwhile, due to the COVID-19 outbreak, 
the consumption rate of medical devices has drastically 
increased in Iran. Therefore, due to the fluctuations and dis-
ruptions in the market, medical device supply chain manage-
ment, including the SSP, has become a severe challenge for 
managers. Therefore, since medical devices are a vital tool in 
the process of treating patients and their use can help reduce 
the death rate, this work attempts to investigate the supplier 
selection problem for the medical devices industry in Iran.

One of the critical industries in healthcare systems is the 
MD industry. In this regard, during coronavirus disease, the 
crucial role of this industry has been highlighted more, since 
medical equipment has played an essential role in the treat-
ment process of patients (WHO; Alamroshan et al. 2022). 
Regarding the integration of the MD industry with the intro-
duced concepts (i.e., SSP, I4.0, leagility, and sustainabil-
ity), the required explanations are provided here. The SSP 
is one of the critical challenges in the MD industry because 
selecting inappropriate suppliers may lead to several nega-
tive impacts such as higher total costs, low-quality products, 
and longer lead times. The mentioned points result in cus-
tomer dissatisfaction and irreversible losses. Therefore, the 
SSP has a crucial role in the MD industry. The integration 
of sustainability pillars into all industries, including the MD 
industry, is becoming increasingly important due to growing 
environmental and social concerns, particularly following 
the COVID-19 outbreak. Furthermore, since the demand for 
MDs has significant fluctuation, especially during the coro-
navirus disease (Nayeri et al. 2022; Tavakoli et al. 2022), it 
may be beneficial for this industry to incorporate strategies 
that assist companies in coping with the fluctuation of the 
dynamic business environment (i.e., the leagile concept). As 
a result, it appears that implementing the leagile concept can 
significantly increase the productivity of the MD industry. 
Finally, since many medical devices are electrical appliances 
(e.g., ventilators, oxygen concentrators, vaccine refrigera-
tors), the role of technology is dramatically highlighted in 
their production process, including the supplier selection 
process. Therefore, considering the elements of the I4.0 can 
lead to gaining competitive advantages and increasing mar-
ket share (Javaid and Haleem 2019).

The current study aims to investigate the supplier selection 
problem for a medical device company by considering the 
leanness, agility, sustainability, and I4.0 aspects. The main 
motivation to select the MD industry as a case study is that its 
importance and application have drastically enhanced during 
the coronavirus outbreak. On the other side, the main motiva-
tion for considering the leanness, agility, sustainability, and 
I4.0 aspects is their importance in the supply chain manage-
ment problem. In the literature, there are several works that 
studied the sustainable SSP (for example, Sen et al. (2018), 
Hendiani et al. (2020a, b), Beiki et al. (2021), Tong et al. 
(2022), Salimian et al. (2022)), the lean and agile SSP (for 
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example, Alimardani et al. (2013), Abdollahi et al. (2015), 
Li et al. (2020), Foladi (2020), Alamroshan et al. (2022)), 
and the I4.0-based SSP (for example, Özbek and Yildiz 
(2020); Çalık (2021); Fallahpour et al. (2021b), Fallahpour 
et al. (2021c)). However, there is no research that consid-
ers all of these crucial aspects, simultaneously. In general, 
since the previous studies have ignored the consideration of 
the mentioned features, the present work attempts to cover 
this gap and integrate these aspects into the supplier selection 
problem. For this purpose, first, the potential main indicators 
(criteria and sub-criteria) are extracted from the literature, 
and then, the experts select the most related indicators for 
the research problem. Then, the feasible suppliers are deter-
mined. Afterwards, since investigating a problem such as the 
SSP needs an efficient decision-making approach, a group 
decision-making approach based on the rough number (RN) 
and rough best–worst method (RBWM) is used to compute 
the importance of the criteria, and multi-attributive border 
approximation area comparison (IR-MABAC) is utilized to 
rank the potential alternatives. The main reasons for employ-
ing this hybrid approach are as follows: (i) its ability to con-
sider a large number of parameters that influence the selection 
of supplier performance, (ii) its ability to provide the pos-
sibility of eliminating uncertainties in a real environment by 
considering approximations, (iii) it is more objective about 
group decision-making, and (iv) it can provide a predefined, 
unbounded approach for dealing with uncertainty (Pamučar 
et al. 2018b). Despite the crucial role of the sustainability, 
leanness, agility, and Industry 4.0 aspects in the SSP, which 
have been discussed above, no study simultaneously consid-
ered these crucial aspects in the supplier selection problem. 
Therefore, this study attempts to investigate the leagile and 
sustainable SSP under I4.0 policies for the first time. Indeed, 
the main research gap that is fulfilled in the current work is 
ignoring the simultaneous consideration of the sustainabil-
ity, leanness, agility, and Industry 4.0 aspects in the supplier 
selection problems. In this way, the main contributions of the 
present work are as follows:

 (i) The current paper is the first study in the SSP area in 
which leagile, sustainability, and I4.0 concepts are 
simultaneously considered.

 (ii) This is the first application of the integrated RBWM-
IR-MABAC method in the sustainable and leagile 
SSP area.

 (iii) This research investigates the MD industry due to its 
importance during the COVID-19 outbreak.

The main questions that this research answers are as 
follows.

• What are the main sub-criteria for leagile, sustainable, 
and I4.0-based supplier selection?

• Which criteria are most important?
• Which suppliers have the best performance?

The current work is organized as follows: “Literature 
review” section presents the literature review. The research 
methodology is provided in “Methodology” section. The 
case study and indicators are presented in “Case study” sec-
tion. “Numerical results” section provides the numerical 
results. Finally, the conclusions are presented in “Conclu-
sions and future suggestions” section.

Literature review

The importance of the SC management problem led to 
conducting several studies in this field in recent years (see 
Fathollahi-Fard et al. 2018; Hajiaghaei-Keshteli and Fard 
2019; Jamali et al. 2021; Mamashli et al. 2021a, 2021b; 
Nayeri et al. 2021, 2020; Razavi et al. 2021; Samadi et al. 
2018; Sazvar et al. 2021a, 2021b). In this section, we report 
the related literature in the three sections as follows: (i) sus-
tainable SSP, (ii) lean and agile SSP, and (iii) SSP based 
on I4.0. Eventually, the research gaps and contributions are 
presented.

Sustainable SSP

An issue that requires organizations to focus more on sup-
plier selection is the crucial role that suppliers play in prod-
uct, service, organization, and sustainable performance 
selection as the primary and input factor in the supply chain 
(Asadabadi 2016; Rashidi et al. 2020). Also, it should be 
noted that one of the crucial issues in sustainable develop-
ment is carbon emissions (Dogan and Inglesi-Lotz 2017; 
Dogan and Seker 2016; Dogan and Turkekul 2016; Hocine 
et al. 2020). In the sustainable selection of suppliers, more 
care and sensitivity should be paid because important issues 
such as the use of minerals, toxic substances in raw materi-
als, and environmental pollution caused by some processes 
are tied to the sustainable SSP (Hofmann et al. 2018). In this 
way, Song et al. (2017) investigated the sustainable SSP for 
the solar air conditioner manufacturer. Luthra et al. (2017) 
proposed a model to investigate the sustainable SSP. The 
authors employed AHP and VIKOR approaches to measure 
the criteria weights and rank the suppliers. Sen et al. (2018) 
studied the SSP considering the sustainability aspect. They 
utilized the TOPSIS, MOORA, and GRA methods to inves-
tigate the research problem. To tackle the uncertainty that 
exists in the business environment, the authors used intui-
tionistic fuzzy numbers. Memari et al. (2019) developed the 
intuitionistic fuzzy TOPSIS to examine the sustainable SSP 
for a real-world case study. The achieved results showed 
that their approach could obtain a reliable solution for the 
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research problem. Hendiani et al. (2020a, b) utilized a multi-
stage hierarchical approach based on a new fuzzy extension 
for the BWM to study the sustainable SSP. Hendiani et al. 
(2020a) developed a new decision-making model for investi-
gating the sustainable SSP by considering the concept of the 
likelihood of type 2 fuzzy. They considered the tube industry 
to show the efficiency of the applied method. Tavana et al. 
(2021) introduced the hierarchical fuzzy BWM to compute 
indicators’ weights in the sustainable SSP. The authors com-
pared their method with several traditional methods to show 
its reliability and robustness. Fallahpour et al. (2021a) pre-
sented a hyper-hybrid model based on the decision-making 
methods (FDEMATEL, FBWM, and FANP) and artificial 
intelligence approaches (fuzzy inference system) to investi-
gate the sustainable SSP. They implemented their model on a 
palm oil company. Beiki et al. (2021) proposed a new hybrid 
method of language entropy weight and multi-objective pro-
gramming for sustainable SSP and order allocation in the 
automobile industry. Their model has three objectives: maxi-
mizing the procurement value and minimizing the carbon 
emission and total cost. Zhang et al. (2021) investigated the 
integration of rough DEMATEL and FVIKOR in the sus-
tainable SSP. They have considered 15 criteria with the main 
aspects of sustainability. They applied the R-DEMATEL to 
weighted and FVIKOR for ranking suppliers. Also, there 
are many other sustainable supplier selection papers that 
interested readers can see ((Arabsheybani et al. 2018; Bai 
et al. 2019; Gören 2018; Tayyab and Sarkar 2021; Tirkolaee 
et al. 2020; Yu et al. 2019)).

SSP based on I4.0

As mentioned, in the last decade, I4.0 has influenced the 
industry and supply chain activities due to the growth of arti-
ficial intelligence and digitalization. Thus, considering the 
dimensions of I4.0 can be an important issue in the supplier 
selection area. In this field, Sachdeva et al. (2019) studied 
the SSP problem in the I4.0 era by proposing an integrated 
entropy-TOPSIS method. Torkayesh et al. (2020) studied the 
digital SSP by employing the WASPAS and BWM methods. 
Indeed, the authors calculated the importance of the cri-
teria using the BWM and ranked the alternatives applying 
the WASPAS method. Özbek and Yildiz (2020) studied the 
digital SSP due to the I4.0 transformation. They identified 
20 sub-criteria and three suppliers in the apparel industry 
in Turkey. It should be noted that the authors developed the 
interval type 2 fuzzy TOPSIS to rank the potential suppliers. 
Fallahpour et al. (2021c) proposed a hybrid approach based 
on fuzzy preference programming and MOORA methods to 
investigate the green sourcing problem considering the I4.0 
dimensions. Tas and Akcan (2021) presented an integrated 
fuzzy-Swara-Bwm method to study agile and green SSP 
considering the I4.0 dimensions. The authors implemented 

their model on a plastic manufacturer to demonstrate the 
applicability and validation of their approach. Çalık (2021) 
developed a hybrid approach based on the Pythagorean 
fuzzy AHP and fuzzy TOPSIS to investigate the green SSP 
problem considering the I4.0 dimensions. To validate the 
proposed model, the authors implemented it in the agricul-
tural tool industry case. Fallahpour et al. (2021b) presented 
a model for studying the relationship between Industry 4.0 
criteria and the sustainable SSP. They used the FMWB and 
FIS approaches to measure the criteria weights and evaluate 
the performance of suppliers. Also, the authors selected the 
textile industry for implementing the developed approach to 
show its applicability.

Lean and agile SSP

One of the necessities that industries should focus more on 
is reviewing and redesigning the suppliers’ selection process 
so that they can withstand the pressures on themselves in this 
competitive market. This process in the supply chain can open 
new strategic doors for the industry to survive in the global 
competitive environment. This section discusses both lean and 
agile strategic perspectives on supplier selection problems. 
Owing to the importance of these strategies, many papers 
have been conducted in this area in recent years. For instance, 
Alimardani et al. (2013) investigated the agile SSP problem 
by proposing an integrated SWARA-VIKOR method for the 
automobile industry. Beikkhakhian et al. (2015) proposed a 
decision-making framework based on the TOPSIS and AHP 
methods to examine the agile SSP. They implemented their 
model in the manufacturing industry to show its efficiency. 
Abdollahi et al. (2015) developed a framework for selecting 
suppliers based on both the leagile characteristics of suppliers 
to make the market more competitive, and the flexibility to 
overcome changes in demand, suppliers, etc. Their research 
aims to select a suitable supplier based on the two character-
istics mentioned above. To demonstrate the applicability and 
feasibility of the proposed model, the authors implemented 
their model in a real case study. El Mokadem (2017) conducted 
an article on how manufacturing strategies by commercial 
companies affect supplier selection criteria. In this study, the 
author used a review strategy to empirically investigate the 
research argument. First, factor analysis was used to confirm 
the underlying structure of supplier selection criteria, and then, 
simple regression analysis was used to test the research hypoth-
eses. Torğul and Paksoy (2019) introduced a decision-making 
framework to select lean and green suppliers in a fuzzy envi-
ronment. In the process of evaluating the criteria, they used 
the AHP method along with a linear programming model, and 
finally, the TOPSIS method was used to rank the alternatives. 
Çalık et al. (2019) proposed a multi-objective linear program-
ming model for the SSP in the Turkish electronic board indus-
try based on green and lean principles. They considered their 
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problem based on the dimensions of sustainability with 12 
criteria. Li et al. (2020) studied the leagile SSP for the textile 
industry in China. At the outset, they determined the main 
indicator of the research problem and then applied the DEMA-
TEL method to measure the importance of the indicators. As 
a result of their study, managers were able to select their sup-
pliers based on the introduced criteria and robust their supply 
chain according to global strategy. Foladi (2020) investigated 
the green SSP considering leagile features. The authors first 
identified the main indicators and then calculated their weights 
employing the AHP method. Finally, they used the VIKOR 
method to rank suppliers. Alamroshan et al. (2022) presented 
a fuzzy approach to studying the agile and green SSP under the 
fuzzy environment. In this way, they developed an integrated 
FDEMATEL-FBWM-FANP-FVIKOR. It should be noted that 
the authors implemented their model in the MD industry to 
demonstrate its applicability.

Research gaps and contributions

According to the literature, although many studies have been 
conducted in the SSP area, there are still some gaps. In this 
regard, there are several papers in the field of sustainable SSP, 
lean and agile SSP, and I4.0-based SSP. However, no research 
investigated all of these critical aspects, simultaneously. Addi-
tionally, in light of the recent pandemic (COVID-19), which has 
resulted in a drastic increase in the demand for MDs, it might 
be beneficial to study this vital industry. Therefore, the current 
work aims at employing an efficient hybrid approach, namely 
the integrated RBWM-IR-MABAC approach, to study the sus-
tainable and leagile SSP in the I4.0 era. In this way, in the next 
step, the main criteria/sub-criteria are determined according 
to the literature. Then, the potential suppliers are determined 
based on the selected case study (the medical device). After-
wards, the RBWM is used to compute the importance of the 
criteria/sub-criteria, and then, the IR-MABAC is applied to 
rank suppliers. Overall, based on the abovementioned points, 
the main contributions of the current study are as follows.

 (i) The current work is the first study that investigates 
the sustainable-leagile SSP considering I4.0 dimen-
sions.

 (ii) The current work considers the MD industry, as one 
of the crucial sectors during the coronavirus out-
break, as a case study.

 (iii) This is the first research that employed the integrated 
RBWM-IR-MABAC method in the sustainable and 
leagile SSP area.

Selection of the criteria

In this section, we provide the main criteria and sub-cri-
teria of the research problem (i.e., leagile-sustainable SSP 

according to I4.0 dimensions). In this regard, at the outset, 
we searched authoritative journals for keywords “Supplier 
selection,” “Leagile,” “Sustainable,” “Industry 4.0,” and 
“Medical devices” and selected the papers from 2004 to 
2022. Then, the potential indicators are extracted from the 
literature, and then, the most relevant of them are selected 
based on the experts’ opinions. In this regard, the determined 
indicators based on the literature and experts’ opinions are 
as follows. It should be noted that to select the main crite-
ria and sub-criteria for the medical device industry, we first 
identified the potential sub-criteria based on the literature 
and then selected those more pertinent to the considered 
industry (medical devices). For example, wastewater is one 
of the potential sub-criteria for the sustainability aspect, 
which was considered by previous research (for example 
(Fallahpour et al. 2021a)) as a sub-criteria for the food 
industry. However, the experts in the medical device indus-
try did not select it as one of the main sub-criteria for the 
research problem, and other sub-criteria that are more rel-
evant to the mentioned industry, such as energy and resource 
consumption, reuse, and waste management, are selected. 
Indeed, we selected the most related sub-criteria based on 
the opinions of the medical device industry experts, which 
may be equally important for other similar industries (e.g., 
eElectrical appliances).

Leanness aspect

Table 1 shows the leanness indicators considered in the cur-
rent study.

Agility aspect

Table  2 shows the agility indicators considered in this 
research.

Sustainability aspect

Table 3 demonstrates the sustainability indicators considered 
in the current work.

I4.0 aspect

Table 4 shows the indicators related to the I4.0 dimensions.

Methodology

This section is devoted to describing the utilized hybrid 
model for evaluating suppliers. This model can be imple-
mented in two phases; phase one, which determines the 
importance of indicators using the RBWM, and phase two, 
ranking and evaluating alternatives (criterion) using the 
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IR-MABAC model. The main advantages of this hybrid 
method are as follows: (i) it can consider a large number of 
parameters that influence the selection of supplier perfor-
mance, (ii) it provides the possibility of eliminating uncer-
tainties in a real environment by considering approximations, 
(iii) it is more objective about group decision-making, and 
(iv) it efficiently deals with uncertainty. A schematic of the 
methodology of the current work is depicted in Fig. 1. The 
BWM is preferred for weight extraction because it is easier 
than other MCDM methods such as TOPSIS, SWARA, and 
DEMATEL. In this method, we will need fewer pairwise 
comparisons, and consequently, we will achieve more con-
sistent results. In addition, it seems unlikely that decision-
makers have full knowledge of all the factors affecting sup-
plier selection, so uncertainty should be considered in such 
cases. Algorithms can be used to analyze and solve the best 
solution to deal with the uncertainty inherent in supplier 
selection problems in the real world. One of these algorithms 
is the rough theory, which in comparison with fuzzy theory, 
gray theory, and other approaches is a powerful tool for 
dealing with uncertainty without the effect of subjectivism 
(Yazdani et al. 2020).

In the rough theory approach, unlike fuzzy theory, in which 
the degree of uncertainty is determined by assumptions, the 
boundaries are determined by the approximate boundary lim-
its and the uncertainty that governs them, which is the basic 
concept of approximate numbers (RNs) (Song et al. 2014). 
As RNs are used to represent real data, only the data structure 
is used instead of various additional or external parameters. 
This will lead to the use of objective indicators in the data. 
This approach also creates unique interval boundaries for 
each expert ranking, so the deficiency eliminates the tradi-
tional fuzzy approach to interval boundaries. Another reason 
for choosing this hybrid method, especially IR_MABAC, 
compared to other methods, is that we were faced with many 
parameters that affected the selection of suppliers and com-
plicated the problem. So, according to Pamučar et al. (2018a), 
we used this hybrid approach to employ these methods to get 
more objective answers to the group decision problem.

Rough best–worst method (RBWM)

RBWM is one of the relatively novel methods that has attracted 
the attention of researchers. Many previous papers employed 

Table 1  The sub-criteria of the leanness aspect

Sub-criteria Description Reference

(C1) Cost The purchasing cost determined by the supplier Amindoust (2018); Fallahpour et al. (2021a); Galankashi 
et al. (2016); Li et al. (2020)

(C2) Quality The performance of the supplier in terms of satisfying the 
customer’s expectations by providing high-quality goods

Amindoust (2018); Fallahpour et al. (2021a); Galankashi 
et al. (2016); Li et al. (2020)

(C3) Lead time The delivery time of the supplier to provide goods and its 
delivery reliability

Amindoust (2018); Fallahpour et al. (2021a); Galankashi 
et al. (2016); Li et al. (2020)

(C4) Service level The ability of the supplier to meet customer satisfaction under 
uncertain conditions

Fallahpour et al. (2021b), Galankashi et al. (2016); Li et al. 
(2020)

(C5) Continuous 
improvement

The ability of suppliers to continuously improve their opera-
tions and products over consecutive years

Kojima and Kaplinsky (2004); Rezaei et al. (2020)

Table 2  The sub-criteria of the agility aspect

Sub-criteria Description Reference

(C6) Manufacturing flexibility The flexibility of the supplier in terms of the manufac-
turing processes

Alamroshan et al. (2022), Alimardani et al. (2013), Tas 
and Akcan (2021)

(C7) Lead time flexibility The flexibility of the supplier in terms of changing the 
delivery requirements

Alamroshan et al. (2022), Alimardani et al. (2013), Tas 
and Akcan (2021)

(C8) Resource flexibility The ability of the supplier to plan their sourcing activi-
ties with the concern of the leagile strategies

Li et al. (2020); Tas and Akcan (2021)

(C9) Information sharing The ability of the supplier for dynamic information 
sharing, which leads to network integration that can 
enhance the agility of the supplier

Alamroshan et al. (2022), Li et al. (2020); Tas and 
Akcan (2021)

(C10) Reliability The ability of a supplier to consistently supply an 
acceptable product at the required time

Alamroshan et al. (2022); Alimardani et al. (2014, 
2013)

(C11) Cooperation ability The partnership degree of the supplier with other SC 
entities

Matawale et al. (2016); Sahu et al. (2016); Tas and 
Akcan (2021)
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this efficient method in their decision-making process (see 
(Chen et al. 2020; Chen and Ming, 2020; Kazemitash et al. 
2021; Pamučar et al. 2018a)). The steps of RBWM will be 
briefly explained in this section (Kazemitash et al. 2021):

Step 1: A set of evaluation criteria are determined.
Step 2: Define the least important (W) and most effective 
(B) criteria.

Step 3: Identify the most influential priority on the set 
of criteria.

where e represents of expert’s number.)

Step 4: Identify the least important priority on the set of 
criteria

(1)Ae
B
=
(
ae
B1
, ae

B2
,… , ae

Bn

)
;1 ≤ e ≤ m

Table 3  The sub-criteria of the sustainability aspect

Sub-criteria Description Reference

(C12) Pollution control The supplier’s capability in controlling and 
monitoring the hazardous materials used in 
producing the required materials

Alamroshan et al. (2022); Fallahpour et al. (2021a, 
2021b)

(C13) Reuse The supplier’s capability in re-applying the 
products

Alamroshan et al. (2022); Fallahpour et al. (2021a, 
2021b)

(C14) Greenhouse gas emission The supplier’s capability in controlling the green-
house gas emission

Alamroshan et al. (2022); Fallahpour et al. (2021a, 
2021b)

(C15) Energy and resource consumption The supplier’s capability in managing the 
consumption of energy and resources in the 
manufacturing processes

Amindoust et al. (2012); Bai et al. (2010); Bai and 
Sarkis (2010); Fallahpour et al. (2021b)

(C16) Green image The ability of the supplier percept the impact of 
the environmental standards on the customers 
and incorporate these standards into activities

Fallahpour et al. (2021b); Mousakhani et al. 
(2017); Tas and Akcan (2021)

(C17) Waste management The ability of the supplier to reduce and manage 
wastes

Fallahpour et al. (2021a); Freeman and Chen 
(2015); Tas and Akcan (2021)

(C18) Job opportunities Job opportunities created by the supplier Bai et al. (2010); Bai and Sarkis (2010); Fallah-
pour et al. (2021b); Sarkis et al. (2012)

(C19) Job safety and labor health The ability of the supplier to create a safe and 
healthy environment for workers

Amindoust et al. (2012); Fallahpour et al. (2017); 
Sarkis et al. (2012)

(C20) Employment insurance This indicator demonstrates the level of responsi-
bility of the supplier for having a contract with 
the workers

Amindoust et al. (2012); Fallahpour et al. (2021a, 
2017)

(C21) Local communities influence The ability of the supplier to have a positive 
impact on the local communities

Bai et al. (2010); Bai and Sarkis (2010); Fallah-
pour et al. (2021b)

Table 4  The sub-criteria related to the I4.0

Sub-criteria Description Reference

(C22) Smart factory The level of the supplier in terms of digitized 
manufacturing and innovative technological 
infrastructures

Lichtblau et al. (2015); Tas and Akcan (2021)

(C23) Industry 4.0 technology usage The level of the supplier in terms of employing 
Industry 4.0 technologies such as IoT, blockchain, 
and augmented reality

Lichtblau et al. (2015); Özbek and Yildiz (2020); 
Tas and Akcan (2021)

(C24) Cyber security The level of the supplier in terms of applying cyber 
security systems to protect the information and 
data

Ghobakhloo (2020); Sharma and Joshi (2020); Tas 
and Akcan (2021)

(C25) Industry 4.0 personnel The level of the employees of the supplier in terms 
of the Industry 4.0 usage skills

Lichtblau et al. (2015); Sharma and Joshi (2020); 
Tas and Akcan (2021)

(C26) Information systems usage The level of the supplier in terms of the big analy-
sis, integration, management, and storage of the 
emerged big data

Özbek and Yildiz (2020); Schuh et al. (2017); Tas 
and Akcan (2021)

(C27) Digital customer relationships The level of the supplier in terms of digitalization of 
products and services using customer data

Schumacher et al. (2016); Tas and Akcan (2021)
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Step 5: Identify the BO matrix from the rough sequence 
RN

(
ae
Bj

)
 based on the average answer of the experts’ 

matrix. Then calculate the average rough sequence 
RN

(
aBj

)
 by Eq. 3.

Step 6: Repeat step 5 for the W and calculate RN
(
ajw

)

Step 7: Calculate the optimal weight coefficients based 
on the rough numbers from the set C. This step aims 
to determine the optimal value for the criteria based on 
Eq. 5.

(2)Ae
W
=
(
ae
1W

, ae
2W

,… , ae
nW

)
;1 ≤ e ≤ m

(3)RN
�
aBj

�
= RN

�
a1
Bj
,… , ae

Bj

�
=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

a−L
Bj

=
1

m

m∑
e=1

aeL
Bj

a−U
Bj

=
1

m

m∑
e=1

aeU
Bj

(4)

RN
�
ajw

�
= RN

�
a1
jw
, a2

jw
,… , ae

jw

�
=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

a−L
Bj

=
1

m

m∑
e=1

aeL
Bj

a−U
Bj

=
1

m

m∑
e=1

aeU
Bj

(5)
||||
RN(WB)
RN(Wj)

− RN
(
aBj

)|||| and
||||
RN(Wj)
RN(Ww)

− RN
(
Wjw

)||||

Now, according to the limitations that have been 
addressed in the previous steps, the following min–max 
model and its equivalent are presented in Eqs. 6 and 7.

(6)

min maxj

����
RN(WB)
RN(Wj)

− RN
�
aBj

�����,
����
RN(Wj)
RN(Ww)

− RN
�
Wjw

�����
s.t.
n∑
j=1

WL
j
≤ 1;

n∑
j=1

WU
j
≥ 1;

WL
j
≤ WU

j
, ∀j = 1, 2,… , n

WL
j
,WU

j
≥ 0, ∀j = 1, 2,… , n

(7)

min �

s.t.
����
WL
B

WU
j

− a−U
Bj

���� ≤ � ,
����
WU
B

WL
j

− a−L
Bj

���� ≤ � ;

����
WL
j

WU
w

− a−U
jw

���� ≤ � ,
����
WU
j

WL
w

− a−L
jw

���� ≤ � ;

n∑
j=1

WL
j
≤ 1;

n∑
j=1

WU
j
≥ 1;

WL
j
≤ WU

j
, ∀j = 1, 2,… , n

WL
j
,WU

j
≥ 0,∀j = 1, 2,… , n

Fig. 1  The research methodology
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In the above model, the values of N
(
Wj

)
=

[
WL

j
,WU

j

]
 , 

RN
(
WB

)
=
[
WL

B
,WU

B

]
 , and RN

(
Ww

)
=
[
WL

w
,WU

w

]
 are the 

optimal values of the weight of jth criteria, the best and the 
worst criteria. By solving the (7) model, the optimal values 
of the coefficients for the criteria will be obtained. In sup-
plier selection MCDM models, decisions are often made at 
several levels. Therefore, in models with sub-criteria levels, 
all these steps should be done for each sub-level. Finally, the 
global weight will be achieved by multiplying the weights 
of the different levels together. The global weight will use in 
the next step to rank the alternatives (Kazemitash et al. 
2021).

Interval rough multi‑attributive border 
approximation area comparison (IR‑MABAC)

This section presents the steps of the IR-MABAC method.

Step 1: Constructing the initial decision-making matrix 
(X)

where m and n referenced the alternatives criteria number, 
respectively.

Step 2: Normalizing the initial matrix (X)

After normalization, matrix (X) will be converted to the 
IRN

(
tij
)
 matrix based on profit and cost criteria.

(a) Benefit criteria

(b) Cost criteria

IRN
(
xij
)
=

[
RN

(
xL
ij

)
,RN

(
x
�U
ij

)]
=

([
xL
ij
, xU

ij

]
,

[
x
�L
ij
, x

�U
ij

])

(8)
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j
 represent the minimum value of the criteria in 

the boundary of rough intervals.

Step 3: Computing the weighted matrix V =
[
IRN

(
xij
)]

m×n
 

based on Eq. 12.

where IRN
(
wj

)
 represents the weight coefficient. So the 

weighted matrix is as follows:

Step 4: In this step, calculate the matrix of border approx-
imation area based on Eq. (14):

Step 5: This step seeks to calculate the distance matrix 
based on the boundary approximation area. This matrix 
is computed by the difference between V and G.

Step 6: In this step, the value of the criteria functions will 
be determined by Eq. 17 to determine the ranking of the 
alternatives.

Alternatives can be ranked by converting rough interval 
numbers to real numbers or by rough interval number rules. 
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A complete description of this method is given in Pamučar 
et al. (2018b).

Case study

This section presents the case study of the current research 
and determines the main indicators. As World Health 
Organization (WHO) mentioned, MDs are among the most 
important and widely used products during the COVID-19 
outbreak. Many medical services would not be possible 
without MDs. The Coronavirus outbreak demonstrated the 
crucial role of MDs in certifying the life quality in the world. 
Therefore, due to the high importance of these products, this 
paper investigates the MD industry to show the applicabil-
ity of the research problem. In this study, a project-based 
organization in the MD industry in Iran is selected, and its 
managers and experts helped us to determine the main indi-
cators and alternatives. The considered firm manufactures 
various MDs. The potential suppliers, which the company 
wants to assess their performances based on sustainability, 
leagile, and I4.0 aspects, are located in different locations 
in Iran (see Fig. 2).

Numerical results

Computing the criteria’s weights by RBWM

The first step in the RBWM method is to determine the worst 
and best criteria. Therefore, 8 experts of the company were 
asked to determine the worst and best criteria among the cri-
teria. To make the pairwise comparisons, 8 experts from the 
case study company helped us in the data gathering process. 
The profiles of the experts are provided in Table 5.

In this research, there are four criteria (i.e., I4.0, agility, 
sustainability, and leanness) and multiple sub-criteria for 
each criterion. Experts chose the agility and I4.0 indica-
tors as the best and worst criteria, respectively. Also, among 
the leanness sub-criteria, the best criterion is “cost” and the 
worst criterion is “continuous improvement.” Among the 
agility sub-criteria, the worst and the best criteria are “coop-
eration ability” and “manufacturing flexibility,” respectively. 
Among the sustainability sub-criteria, “pollution control” 
is considered as the best criterion, and “employment insur-
ance” is determined as the worst. Finally, among the I4.0 
dimensions, “smart factory” is the best criterion and “cyber 
security” is the worst criterion. Determining the best and 
worst criteria is the most important and preliminary task 
in computing the weight. Now it is time to take the other 
steps of the RBWM. After designing the questionnaire 
and collecting experts’ opinions, the local weight of crite-
ria and sub-criteria is obtained using GAMS.14 software, 
and then. the global weight of criteria and sub-criteria is 
determined, the results of which can be seen in Tables 6, 
7, 8 and 9. Finally, Table 10 shows the average of the sub-
criteria weights (final weights). The obtained results show 
that the agility and sustainability indicators are the most 
critical aspects. On the other side, among all the sub-criteria, 
manufacturing flexibility, cost, reliability, smart factory, and 
quality are the most important indicators. As mentioned, 
the agility and sustainability aspects were determined as the 
best ones. Regarding the agility aspect, the main reason for 
selecting this aspect as the best one may be the COVID-
19 pandemic conditions. Perhaps if the conditions of the 
world and the market were normal, the opinion of the experts 
would be such that the leanness aspect would be chosen 
as the best criterion, because in normal conditions, criteria 
such as cost and service are very important. However, since 
the current work was conducted during the COVID-19 out-
break in which the conditions of the market are drastically 

Fig. 2  A schematic from the 
location of the company and its 
suppliers
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dynamic and uncertain, especially in the MD industry, agil-
ity was determined as the best aspect based on the experts’ 
opinion. On the other side, the main reasons for choosing 
sustainability as the second most important criterion are 
as follows: (i) Existence of numerous governmental and 

international regulations that require companies to consider 
the dimensions of sustainable development in their business 
has led to an increase in experts’ attention to the sustainabil-
ity aspect; (ii) increasing the attention of today’s customers 
to the sustainability dimensions and their expectations of 

Table 5  Respondents’ profile Respondent Position Working year Experience/education level

1 CEO 15 years MSc. in Industrial Management
2 Logistics manager 9 years PhD. in Industrial Engineering
3 Production manager 8 years MSc. in industrial Engineering
4 Purchases manager 9 Years MSc. in Marketing
5 IT manager 9 years MSc. in Information Technol-

ogy Management
6 Warehouse manager 10 years BSc. in Industrial Management
7 Procurement specialist 5 years MSc. in Industrial Management
8 QA specialist 12 Years MSc. in Statistic

Table 6  The weights of 
leanness criterion and its sub-
criteria

Criteria Local weights Sub-criteria Local weights Global weights

(C1) Cost (0.2182, 0.2396) (0.0478, 0.0573)
(C2) Quality (0.1956, 0.21645) (0.0428, 0.0517)

leanness (0.2192, 0.2392) (C3) Lead time (0.1803, 0.2004) (0.0395, 0.0479)
(C4) Service level (0.1884, 0.2047) (0.0413, 0.0489)
(C5) Continuous 

improvement
(0.1756, 0.1993) (0.0384, 0.0476)

Table 7  The weights of agility 
criterion and its sub-criteria

Criteria Local weights Sub-criteria Local weights Global weights

(C6) Manufacturing flexibility (0.1946, 0.216) (0.0557, 0.0668)
(C7) Lead time flexibility (0.1497, 0.1578) (0.0347, 0.0503)

Agility (0.2865, 0.3095) (C8) Resource flexibility (0.1624, 0.1725) (0.0367, 0.0533)
(C9) Information sharing (0.1558, 0.1632) (0.0352, 0.0505)
(C10) Reliability (0.1701, 0.1855) (0.0385, 0.0574)
(C11) Cooperation ability (0.1536 0.1627) (0.0339, 0.0488)

Table 8  The weights of sustainablity criterion and its sub-criteria

Criteria Local weights Sub-criteria Local weights Global weights

(C12) Pollution control (0.1298, 0.1487) (0.0341, 0.0458)
(C13) Reuse (0.125, 0.158) (0.0328, 0.0487)
(C14) Greenhouse gas emission (0.1054, 0.1132) (0.0276, 0.03491)
(C15) Energy and resource consumption (0.1132. 0.1343) (0.0297, 0.0414)

Sustainability (0.2139, 0.2492) (C16) Green image (0.0945, 0.145) (0.0248, 0.0447)
(C17) Waste management (0.1010, 0.1167) (0.0265, 0.0359)
(C18) Job opportunities (0.079, 0.098) (0.0197, 0.0302)
(C19) Job safety and labor health (0.0521, 0.0776) (0.0136, 0.0239)
(C20) Employment insurance (0.024, 0.079) (0.0063, 0.0243)
(C21) Local communities influence (0.1156, 0.1395) (0.0303, 0.043)
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companies to implement the sustainable development pillars 
in their business. The high importance of the sustainability 
aspect in the supplier selection problem was also confirmed 
in the previous papers (for example, see Amindoust, 2018; 
Amindoust and Saghafinia, 2017; Fallahpour et al. 2021b). 
On the other hand, among the sub-criteria, manufacturing 
flexibility, cost, and reliability are the most important indica-
tors. Similar to the reason mentioned for the agility aspect, 
these indicators were determined as the best ones due to the 
coronavirus disease situation, which has led to increasing 
uncertainty in the business environment. It should be noted 

that the results of Alamroshan et al. (2022), which studied 
the green and agile supplier selection for the medical device 
industry confirmed the outputs of the current research. In 
other words, the manufacturing flexibility, cost, and reli-
ability criteria were also determined as the most important 
ones in Alamroshan et al. (2022).

Ranking the suppliers by the IR‑MABAC

The second phase of the proposed hybrid method is to imple-
ment the IR-MABAC method for ranking alternatives using 
the weights obtained from the RBWM. After performing 
the relations 8–17 and normalization and crisp format, we 
finally reached Table 11 to evaluate and rank the alterna-
tives. The ranking can be utilized as a policy guideline to 
decision makers for the implementation of leagile and sus-
tainable suppliers in a company in the MD industry in the 
COVID-19 pandemic. According to Table 10, by proper 
planning, policymakers can adopt suitable strategies for 
selecting the best supplier to meet the company’s leagile and 
sustainability criteria. Based on the achieved results, the best 
suppliers are A6, A12, and A5. This means that these three 
suppliers have better conditions to supply the raw materials 

Table 9  The weights of I4.0 
criterion and its sub-criteria

Criteria Local weights Sub-criteria Local weights Global weights

(C22) Smart factory (0.185, 0.237) (0.0395, 0.056)
(C23) Industry 4.0 technology usage (0.1645, 0.211) (0.0351, 0.0499)
(C24) Cyber security (0.10, 0.115) (0.0213, 0.0271)

I4.0 (0.2139,0.2364) (C25) Industry 4.0 personnel (0.127, 0.1821) (0.0271, 0.0430)
(C26) Information system usage (0.1725, 0.225) (0.0368, 0.0531)
(C27) Digital customer relationships (0.145, 205) (0.031, 0.0472)

Table 10  The importance of the 
sub-criteria (final weights)

Sub-criteria
Ci (i = 1,.., 27)

Final weight

1 0.0526
2 0.0473
3 0.0437
4 0.0451
5 0.0430
6 0.0613
7 0.0425
8 0.0450
9 0.0429
10 0.0480
11 0.0414
12 0.0400
13 0.0408
14 0.0310
15 0.0356
16 0.0348
17 0.0312
18 0.0250
19 0.0188
20 0.0153
21 0.0367
22 0.0478
23 0.0425
24 0.0242
25 0.0351
26 0.0450
27 0.0391

Table 11  Rank of alternatives 
by IR-MABAC

Alternative Crisp Si Rank

A1 0.0015 8
A2  − 0.00095 10
A3 0.0047 5
A4  − 0.0046 12
A5 0.0065 3
A6 0.042 1
A7  − 0.0017 11
A8 0.0038 6
A9  − 0.00034 9
A10 0.0057 4
A11  − 0.0081 13
A12 0.01141 2
A13  − 0.064 15
A14 0.0026 7
A15  − 0.032 14
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for the considered company in the MD industry based on the 
leagile, sustainability, and I4.0 aspects.

Validation of the applied hybrid method

To show the validation and robustness of the utilized hybrid 
approach, this section is presented in two parts. In the first 
part, we check the value of the consistency ratio (CR) 
obtained from the RBWM. On the other side, in the sec-
ond part, we compare the results of the employed hybrid 
approach with the well-known traditional method (i.e., AHP 
and TOPSIS).

Checking CR

Based on the literature, the obtained results are more reli-
able when the CR is close to zero. Therefore, in this section, 
we present the values of the CRs obtained from the RBWM 
(see Table 12). As shown in this table, for the criteria, 
CR = 0.341. Also, for the leanness sub-criteria, CR = 0.0508. 
On the other side, for the agility sub-criteria, CR = 0.0472. 
Also, for the sustainability sub-criteria, CR = 0.0719. Even-
tually, for the I4.0 sub-criteria, CR = 0.0683. So, in all steps, 
the value of the CR is close to zero. Accordingly, the model 
is applicable and the global weights are reliable.

Comparing with the AHP‑TOPSIS

To validate the achieved results, the outputs of the employed 
hybrid approach are compared with the AHP-TOPSIS 
method in this part. We select the AHP-TOPSIS method 
because these two methods are very common in the literature 
and most researchers are usually familiar with them. As a 
result, in order to obtain a better understanding of the results 
obtained from the proposed method, as well as to validate 
them, these methods were used. It is worth noting that AHP-
TOPSIS is one of the methods that could be used along with 
other MCDM methods. Table 13 compares the final weights 
of the criteria obtained from the RBWM with the AHP 
method. As shown in Table 13, the weights obtained from 
both methods are close to each other, which shows the vali-
dation of the applied approach. To better understand, Fig. 3 
depicts the obtained results. Also, Table 14 demonstrates 

the CR for the RBWM and AHP methods. According to 
Table 14, for all steps, the CR of RBWM is lower than the 
AHP method, which shows more reliability and robustness 
of the RBWM.

On the other hand, Table 15 makes a comparison between 
the results of the IR-MABAC method and the TOPSIS 
method. According to this table, the best suppliers are the 
same in both methods. This behavior shows the validation 
of the employed method.

Findings and discussion

In today’s modern and global business, the importance of the 
supplier selection problem has been highlighted more. Now-
adays, evaluating the performance of potential suppliers is a 
very complex process, especially when collecting exact data. 
On the other side, after the COVID-19 outbreak, demand 
for MDs has drastically increased, which has dramatically 
highlighted the importance of this industry. In this regard, 
the current paper has studied the supplier selection problem 
considering sustainability and agility aspects in the I4.0 era 
for the MD industry. In this way, this research has provided 
a list of indicators involving four criteria (leanness, agility, 
sustainability, and I4.0) and 27 sub-criteria for the research 
problem. Also, this study has identified 15 potential suppli-
ers as alternatives. Afterwards, a hybrid approach, named 
the integrated RBWM-IR-MABAC, was applied to compute 
the importance of the criteria and rank the alternatives. The 
main advantages of the employed approach are (i) it can 
consider a large number of parameters that influence the 
selection of supplier performance, (ii) it provides the pos-
sibility of eliminating uncertainties in a real environment by 
considering approximations, (iii) it is more objective about 
group decision-making, and (iv) it efficiently deals with 
uncertainty. The outputs showed that agility and sustain-
ability are the most important criteria, and manufacturing 
flexibility, cost, reliability, smart factory, and quality are the 
most important sub-criteria.

Regarding the reasons for choosing the mentioned indica-
tors as the most important ones, the following explanations 
can be provided. The manufacturing flexibility criterion is 
selected as the most important indicator because during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the fluctuations and dynamics of the 
medical device market significantly increased and this led to 
many disruptions in this industry. Hence, the manufacturing 
flexibility in this field is known as one of the most impor-
tant factors in critical conditions. Also, the second important 
criterion was the cost. In this regard, the purchasing cost is 
one of the major financial parts of each company, and it is 
rational that managers try to reduce it by selecting cost-effi-
cient suppliers. In addition, reliability has been selected as 
the third important criterion. The main reason for the impor-
tance of this criterion is that in a critical situation such as 

Table 12  The values of the CRs

Step CR

Criteria 0.0341
Leanness sub-criteria 0.0508
Agility sub-criteria 0.0472
Sustainablity sub-criteria 0.0719
I4.0 sub-criteria 0.0683
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the COVID-19 outbreak, a supplier must be capable of pro-
viding acceptable products at the required time, especially 
when the considered industry is medical devices that directly 
deal with people’s health. On the other hand, regarding the 
selection of the smart factory among the most important 
indicators, it can be said that in today’s modern and digital 
business and marketplace, the tendency of managers has 
drastically shifted toward utilizing emerging technologies. 
Nowadays, managers know that they need to utilize new 
technologies and achievements of I4.0 to achieve competi-
tive advantages. Finally, regarding the quality criterion, the 
quality of the raw materials directly affects the quality of the 
finished product. Hence, using high-quality raw materials 
can enhance the quality of the finished products, which can 
increase customers’ satisfaction and subsequently enhance 
total profits in the long term. On the other hand, suppliers 
A6, A12, and A5 have been selected as the best suppliers. 
The obtained results demonstrated that the CRs achieved by 
the RBWM were near 0, which demonstrates the reliability 
and robustness of the utilized model. To validate the applied 
hybrid approach, the achieved results have been compared 

to a traditional method (AHP-TOPSIS). The comparison 
showed that the outputs of the employed hybrid method are 
very similar to the traditional AHP-TOPSIS method, which 
confirms the validation of the applied hybrid approach. 
Moreover, the results demonstrated that the value of the CR 
for the employed RBWM is less than the CR of the AHP 
method, indicating that the applied method is more reliable 
and robust.

The linkages of the obtained results with the extant 
literature

In this section, the results of the present work are compared 
with the results achieved in the previous related papers. The 
current work investigated the supplier selection problem for 
the medical device industry, considering the sustainability, 
leagility, and Industry 4.0 dimensions. The obtained results 
demonstrated that manufacturing flexibility, cost, reliability, 
smart factory, and quality are the most important indicators. 
In the literature, Alamroshan et al. (2022) studied the green 
and agile SSP for the medical device industry using a hybrid 

Table 13  Comparing the final weights obtained by the RBWM and AHP

Sub-criteria WeightRBWM WeightAHP Difference = ||WeightRBWM −WeightAHP
||

1 0.0526 0.0547 0.0021
2 0.0473 0.0461 0.0012
3 0.0437 0.0445 0.0008
4 0.0451 0.04643 0.00133
5 0.0430 0.0426 0.0004
6 0.0613 0.0625 0.0012
7 0.0425 0.0438 0.0013
8 0.0450 0.0441 0.0009
9 0.0429 0.044 0.0011
10 0.0480 0.0472 0.0008
11 0.0414 0.0427 0.0013
12 0.0400 0.0383 0.0017
13 0.0408 0.0412 0.0004
14 0.0310 0.0336 0.0026
15 0.0356 0.0341 0.0015
16 0.0348 0.0342 0.0006
17 0.0312 0.032 0.0008
18 0.0250 0.0238 0.0012
19 0.0188 0.0195 0.0007
20 0.0153 0.0145 0.0008
21 0.0367 0.0391 0.0024
22 0.0478 0.049 0.0012
23 0.0425 0.0413 0.0012
24 0.0242 0.0257 0.0015
25 0.0351 0.0348 0.0003
26 0.0450 0.0462 0.0012
27 0.0391 0.0384 0.0007
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decision-making method. Based on their research outputs, 
manufacturing flexibility, cost, and reliability are the most 
important criteria for the green-agile supplier selection prob-
lem. This point confirms the results of the present work and 
shows the importance of the mentioned indicators. However, 
the main difference between the present work and Alam-
roshan et al. (2022) is that this paper considers the social, 
lean, and I4.0 dimensions that were ignored by Alamroshan 
et al. (2022). In this regard, in this study, some criteria, such 
as smart factory, are among the most important indicators, 
which did not exist in Alamroshan et al. (2022). Also, Fal-
lahpour et al. (2021b) investigated the sustainable supplier 
selection problem based on the I4.0 policies and based on 
the obtained results; the price (cost), flexibility, and quality 
criteria were among the most important criteria. The men-
tioned point showed that the results of the mentioned paper 
are similar to the present work demonstrating the validity 
of this research. Nevertheless, there are some differences 
between this work and Fallahpour et al. (2021b). For exam-
ple, the present study has considered the sub-criteria of the 
leagile and Industry 4.0 indicators that were ignored by 
Fallahpour et al. (2021b). Hence, several indicators such as 

reliability and smart factory did not consider in the men-
tioned work but have been incorporated in this research.

On the other side, the importance of the quality and cost 
criteria in the sustainable supplier selection for the medical 
device industry was demonstrated by Ghadimi and Heavey 
(2014), which investigated the sustainable medical device 
SSP problem using the FIS method. However, the mentioned 
work ignored some criteria such as I4.0 and leagile that have 
been considered in the present work. In this regard, we can 
see indicators like reliability and smart factory that were 
among the best indicators of this work but did not exist in 
Ghadimi and Heavey (2014). Moreover, Stević et al. (2020) 

Fig. 3  Comparing the outputs 
of the different methods

Table 14  Comparing the CR of the RBWM and AHP

Step CRRBWM CRAHP

Criteria 0.0341 0.0618
Leanness sub-criteria 0.0508 0.0734
Agility sub-criteria 0.0472 0.0705
Sustainablity sub-criteria 0.0719 0.0963
I4.0 sub-criteria 0.0683 0.0841

Table 15  Rank of alternatives by IR-MABAC

Supplier Rank of suppliers based on 
the IR-MABAC method

Rank of suppliers based 
on the TOPSIS method

A1 8 7
A2 10 10
A3 5 5
A4 12 13
A5 3 3
A6 1 1
A7 11 12
A8 6 6
A9 9 9
A10 4 4
A11 13 11
A12 2 2
A13 15 15
A14 7 8
A15 14 14
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developed an MCDM method to investigate the sustainable 
healthcare supplier selection problem in which the cost and 
quality criteria were the most important ones. In addition, 
Li et al. (2020) studied the leagile supplier selection prob-
lem. Similar to the present work’s results, the outputs of Li 
et al. (2020) demonstrated that quality and cost were among 
the most critical indicators. However, there are some differ-
ences between the present work and Li et al. (2020). In this 
regard, the current study has considered some important cri-
teria, namely sustainability and I4.0 dimensions, which were 
ignored by Li et al. (2020). Also, Fallahpour et al. (2021a) 
investigated the sustainable and resilient SSP. According to 
the results of the mentioned paper, the cost, quality, and 
flexibility indicators were among the most important cri-
teria. The mentioned point confirms the results achieved in 
this study. The main difference between Fallahpour et al. 
(2021a) and the present work is considering the Industry 4.0 
dimension. In comparison with Fallahpour et al. (2021a), the 
current study has considered indicators such as smart factory 
and cyber security, as the I4.0 sub-criteria.

Mangerial implications

This research has targeted one of the most important con-
cerns of today’s industry managers, namely the supplier 
selection problem. In today’s hyper-competitive and modern 
market, considering only the economic aspect is not accepta-
ble. Nowadays, managers know that they need a comprehen-
sive and appropriate plan in order to improve their produc-
tivity and increase their market share. Therefore, this work 
has studied the sustainable and leagile supplier selection 
problem considering the Industry 4.0 dimensions. The cur-
rent research helps supply chain leaders to better understand 
how to incorporate leanness, agility, sustainability, and I4.0 
dimensions into the supplier selection problem. Also, the 
obtained outputs can help supply chain leaders to determine 
the most important criteria/sub-criteria of leanness, agil-
ity, and sustainability in the I4.0-based supplier selection. 
Besides, an efficient hybrid model was applied to measure 
the indicators’ weights and to assess the suppliers’ perfor-
mance. By utilizing this hybrid method, managers can select 
suppliers with appropriate performance in leanness, sustain-
ability, agility, and I4.0 aspects. Moreover, a list of criteria/
sub-criteria has been presented in this paper, which is very 
applicable and useful for managers, especially in the MDs 
industry. Here, based on the outputs of the current work, 
we provide some managerial recommendations as follows. 
Although at first glance, the lean aspect may appear to be the 
most important aspect from the managers’ point of view, the 
outcomes indicate that the agility and sustainability aspects 
are more important. Accordingly, it is recommended that 
managers give significant consideration to the mentioned 
aspects and do not ignore them. Nowadays, managers should 

know that considering the sustainability pillars enables them 
to project a green and socially responsible image of their 
organizations, which results in enhancing consumers’ loyalty 
and market share. In this regard, in addition to considering 
the sustainability concept in the supplier selection process, 
managers are advised to provide a better social and envi-
ronmental image of their company to customers by doing 
benevolent activities and greening their production and dis-
tribution process. On the other side, about the agility con-
cept, managers should know that although reinforcement of 
the dimensions such as flexibility and reliability have costs 
for the company, they can increase the total profits and mar-
ket share in the long term by gaining competitive advantage 
and enhancing customers’ satisfaction. Also, establishing an 
efficient information sharing system to exchange required 
information with its suppliers for improving cooperation and 
flexibility is strongly recommended to managers.

Theoretical implications

This section is dedicated to presenting the theoretical impli-
cations of the current work. The main theoretical implica-
tions of this research can be described in two major parts: 
(i) simultaneous consideration of the leagile, sustainability, 
and I4.0 aspects in the SSP for the first time and (ii) employ-
ing the integrated RBWM-IR-MABAC in this area for the 
first time. Regarding the first part, the leagile concept is an 
important strategy to cope with the uncertain business envi-
ronment and improve efficiency. Also, sustainable develop-
ment is known as one of the major dimensions of modern 
businesses, and many international and governmental rules 
and regulations have forced companies to incorporate sus-
tainability pillars into their activities. On the other hand, in 
today’s modern businesses, considering the I4.0 achieve-
ments in supply chain activities can significantly improve 
processes and gain a competitive advantage. In spite of the 
high importance of each of the above aspects, no research 
has been conducted that considers them simultaneously in 
the SSP. Therefore, the main theoretical contribution of 
this paper is to provide a list of indicators for the leagile-
sustainable SSP under the I4.0 policies that can help future 
studies to expand and extend this field. Moreover, the current 
study applied a decision-making framework (the integrated 
RBWM-IR-MABAC), for the first time, which has several 
advantages, such as considering a large number of param-
eters that influence the selection of supplier performance, 
providing the possibility of eliminating uncertainties in a 
real environment by considering approximations, and tack-
ling the uncertainty. It should be noted that the obtained 
results confirm the efficiency and validity of the employed 
method, and future researchers can employ or extend this 
decision-making framework for their works.
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Conclusions and future suggestions

The current work investigated the sustainable and leagile 
SSP under policies of the I4.0. In this way, the main indica-
tors of the research problem were identified based on the lit-
erature and then the potential alternatives were determined. 
In the next step, the indicators’ weights were calculated 
using the RBWM. Afterwards, suppliers were ranked using 
the IR-MABAC method. Based on the achieved results, the 
agility and sustainability aspects were identified as the most 
important criteria, and manufacturing flexibility, cost, reli-
ability, smart factory, and quality were determined as the 
most important sub-criteria. Besides, suppliers A6, A12, and 
A5 were selected as the best suppliers based on the sustain-
ability, leagile, and I4.0 dimensions. Moreover, the values 
of the achieved consistency ratios indicated the reliability 
and robustness of the employed hybrid approach because all 
CRs were close to zero. Eventually, the results of comparing 
the applied hybrid method with the AHP-TOPSIS method 
showed the efficiency and validation of the employed model.

One of the limitations of the current study is to ignore 
customer preferences as one of the important aspects of 
the market. In this way, future studies can incorporate the 
customer preferences in the problem using quality function 
deployment (QFD) and Markov transition matrix methods. 
To do this, at the outset, the customer preferences are identi-
fied using the QFD method, and then, their priority is cal-
culated using the Markov transition matrix. Another limi-
tation of the present work is to evaluate suppliers without 
considering the different items. In this regard, it is possible 
that one supplier has better performance for a specific raw 
material but has weak performance for another raw material. 
Accordingly, future works can investigate the multi-item 
SSP with the leagile, sustainability, and I4.0 dimensions. 
Also, ignoring the other crucial aspects, such as resiliency, 
can be considered as one of the limitations of this paper. 
Therefore, researchers can add the mentioned aspect to the 
current work.
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